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Strategic partnership: Carolina Signs and Wonders, Inc. and Universal Sign and Graphics aim to expand
service area and offerings across NC, SC, and Texas.
Charlotte, NC and Montgomery, TX: Carolina Signs and Wonders, Inc. and Universal Sign and Graphics have
partnered to create an unprecedented offering aimed at increasing geographic availability for their national customers.
These two leaders in the sign industry will continue to offer the same turnkey, high quality service their customers have
come to expect, with the added benefit of an expanded product catalogue and geographic reach available as a result of this
partnership.
“Our goal is to partner with our customers to provide excellent service while eliminating branding and signage headaches
every organization encounters. This collaboration with Universal Sign and Graphics will allow us to offer added value for
our customers as well as save them time and money in knowing they have a sign partner that can manage their needs end
to end across multiple states,” says Jacquie Golbus, CEO and majority shareholder at Carolina Signs and Wonders, Inc.
“This partnership offers a particular benefit to our national marketing customers by expanding our production capabilities
and full-time installation teams. The added flexibility of this partnership will dramatically improve our responsiveness,
production, and installation scalability while maintaining a single point of contact,” says Mike Hopkins, Owner/President
at Universal Sign and Graphics.
The benefits of this new partnership include.





In-house design and manufacturing.
Full-time installation and service staff at all locations.
Combined collaboration of over 350 sign companies across 42 states and Canada.

About Carolina Signs and Wonders: We understand that the functionality, design, and quality of your business signage
makes a real impact on your ability to draw in and retain customers and clients for your organization. Our team is invested
in surpassing your goals throughout sign design, production, installation, and beyond. Carolina Signs and Wonders is a
woman owned family business.

About Universal Sign and Graphics: We are a full-service sign and graphics company focused on delivering the highest
quality products and services using the latest technology. We draw from decades of project management, manufacturing,
and operations experience across several industries to deliver unique solutions, services, and products to our clients.
Universal Sign and Graphics is a veteran owned family business.

